
Renaissance-
Pivotal Ideology movement of the renaissance period

Humanism
An Ideology  that was developed during the renaissance era  that attaches prime

 importance to human rather than divine or supernatural matters.  Humanist beliefs
stress the potential value and goodness of human beings, emphasize common human

needs, and seek solely rational ways of solving human problems

Humanism

Characteristics-Renaissance Humanism

Individualism Influence�of�Ancient
Greek-Roman�Culture Humanities Education Reformation�of

Church

Humanism-Individualism-5

Humanism-Development during renaissance

Petrach-Father of Humanism

Humanism first arose in Italy as a result of the renewed
interest in classical culture. Many early humanists such as
Petrach of Italy, who is famous as the Father of Humanism
eagerly hunted for ancient Greek and Roman books, coins,

and other artifacts that could help them learn about the
classical world. Trades with the middle east after Crusades

also helped European Scholars to find ancient Greek-Roman
Cultures

Humanism-general impact on society
Generally, the Humanism impacted the human society by a lot, it changed the way of people’s thinking,

changed styles of many parts of cultures such as art and education, also it changed systems

One of the main ideology of Humanism was Individualism. The term “Individualism” stands for an
ideology that favors individual freedom over the collective goal of the group. People are evaluated
by their achievements and it’s believed that human has infinite potential. During the renaissance

era, the idea of humanism started to emerge and brought a lot of changes to the European society
in many ways. Majorly, many people started to recognize the importance of individual

achievements, and some examples such as art systems shows its influence. During the medieval
era, most artworks were annonymous, however, renaissance arts released a lot of famous artists

such as Da vinch, as their(artists) individual success was accepted.
The individualism is one of the most important characteristic of Renaissance era, as it caused the

conversion of the center of the perspective, and the world now became a society where anyone can
achieve success for themselves unlike before the ideology.

Humanism-Influence of Ancient Greek-Roman Culture-5
Renaissance Humanism was highly influenced by ancient greek roman culture. Even the

renaissance itself is called the rebirth pf the humanism. Humanists tried to put ancient ideas into
practice. Architects, for example, studied Greek and Roman ruins. Then they designed buildings

with pillars, arches, and couftyards like those of classical buildings. In universities, scholars
began to teach methods of observation and experimentation. Renaissance scientists proposed

new ideas about stars and planets. Artists and students of medicine closely studied human
anatomy. Poets wrote about religious subjects and everyday experiences such as love. Writers

produced works of history and studies of politics. The Infliuence of Ancient Greek-Roman Culture
is imporatant because it shaped the renaissance

Humanism-Humanities, Education-5
Humanities, an field that researches and learns about HUman developed during the

humanism.In their studies of classical culture, humanists discovered a new way of looking at life.
They began to create a philosophy based on the importance and dignity of each individual.

Humanists believed that all people had the ability to control their own lives and achieve
greatness. In education, they stressed study of the humanities-a group of subjects that focused
on human life and culture. These subjects included grammar, rhetoric (the study of persuasive

language), history, poetr!, and ethics (the study of moral values and behavior). The rising of
Humanities is a very important event of renaissance, as The studies of human first became the

main fields of education.

Reformation of Church-Government-4
Before the renaissance, the church had all the powers. They were the core of the government,
and they toook charge of the most things of a country During The renaissance, the humanities
claimed secularism, which seperates the authority and church. This is an important movement
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